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Surging tides from Cyclone Marcia hit Main Beach in Yeppoon, Queensland, with the storm packing wind gusts close to 300 kilometres an hour.
AAP Image/Karin Calvert
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JUST IN: Home at Great Keppel Island is breaking up into sea.
@JennaHudson9 #TCMarcia #9News
10:23 AM - 20 Feb 2015
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.@kcostalos: Rollers doors blown off at hotel. Our crews are
seeking shelter now. #TCMarcia too dangerous
11:10 AM - 20 Feb 2015
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#TCMarcia moving at 21km/h. Centre of storm is just 50km north
northwest of Yeppoon. Updates: trib.al/JQpGYFP
10:30 AM - 20 Feb 2015
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#TCMarcia has crossed the coast near Shoalwater Bay and is
moving southbom.gov.au
10:12 AM - 20 Feb 2015
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If you’re in the path of #TCMarcia, there is likely to be a number
of hazards/debris near ur home - stay indoors #safety1st
#bigwet
9:23 AM - 20 Feb 2015
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#TCMarcia and #TCLam swirling over Australia from 10:30
AEST Thursday to 9:30 AEST Friday: trib.al/oYUYrfb
11:15 AM - 20 Feb 2015
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#CAA #Ascot We have located the 6yo girl taken from Ascot
earlier tonight. She is safe & well. Thanks for your assistance.
#alert
Twitter Alert from QPS Media Unit
8:03 PM - 9 Feb 2015
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QPS Twitter Alerts. Twitter/Queensland Police Service
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